
USS Delphyne 10003.20


AGMNicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::In the lounge, talking with junior members of the crew::

MO_Lea:
::Walks down the corridor toward the lounge, hoping she doesn't run into a wall.  Walks through the lounge doors::

CIV_McLeod:
::in the Lounge, mingling::

Java:
:: in the lounge, doing last preparation for the party... being the bartender and all ::

XO_Wall:
::in the lounge touring the room mingling::

MO_Lea:
::Sets the boxes on a table and walks straight to the replicator::

Java:
:: adds the last minute touches on the tray of puddings ::

CO_Grant:
::Sees CIV_Hunter-macleod and walks upto him::

OPS_Lynam:
@Walking through the corridors toward the Del with Spencer::

CO_Grant:
CIV: I hear that you have been doing a lot of piloting work lately.

XO_Wall:
::finishes coversation moves on::

Spencer:
@OPS: Looks to be a fine day..

CIV_McLeod:
::straightens up and smiles at CO:: CO: ah, yes, sir.  I had the opportunity to bring your shuttle back to the Delphyne from the station.

OPS_Lynam:
@Spencer: Yes it does.  I hope the new crewmembers like the reception.

Java:
:: tops the puddings with whipping cream and chocolate sprinkles ::

Spencer:
@OPS: From past parties. all ensigns like parties ::smile::

CO_Grant:
CIV: Good work , enjoy the party. Your versatility will surely get you more interesting opportunities to serve

ENS_Purty:
::mingles around the lounge with the other ensigns::

Spencer:
@OPS: Now say that really fast.. past parties...

Java:
:: picks up the tray, and walks out from behind the bar counter ::

MO_Lea:
Replicator: Water, fifteen percent crushed ice, in glass style 352.

CIV_McLeod:
CO: Thank you, sir.  I'm always ready to be of service if I can

XO_Wall:
::notices the puddings being prepared has to have one they look too good!, he will work it off later::

Java:
:: sets the tray onto the refreshment table. ::

CO_Grant:
::Shakes CIV 's hand and moves on to mingle with others::

OPS_Lynam:
@Spencer: No way.  I hope he likes parties too. :;Motions to the kit, trotting along on the leash next to her.::

ENS_Purty:
::Moves over to the refreshment table::

Java:
:: arranges the refreshments on the table. ::

ENS_Purty:
::looks over at all the goodies::

CIV_McLeod:
::returns the handshake and nods as the CO moves on::

Java:
:: sees people walking over and smiles at them :: ALL: Please... enjoy yourselves.... :: waves her hand over the food. ::

Spencer:
@OPS: I cannot believe you talked me into bringing him.. I hope he does not cause a problem ::looks at him and smiles::

CO_Grant:
::Returns to table of arrayed foodstuffs and picks up a plate, sees ENS Purty::

XO_Wall:
::takes a pudding from the table::

MO_Lea:
::Takes her ice water and walks through the room::

Ens_Cyril:
::comes into the party looking kinda doopie looking::

CO_Grant:
ENSPURTY: Hello, I am Captain Grant , I don't believe we've met

CIV_McLeod:
::moves to the window and gazes out thoughtfully for a few moments::

OPS_Lynam:
@Arrives at the Delphyne docking port:: Spencer: Hey, you're a Captain, you only need to worry about Grant.  Everybody else you just order to like him. ::Smiles::

ENS_Purty:
::smiles meekly at the captain:: no sir i dont believe so ..nice to meet you

XO_Wall:
::find a table to sit at and enjoy the pudding::

Spencer:
@OPC: I guess we can tie him to an ensign when we want to dance.. ::chuckles::

Ens_Cyril:
::wonders if his uniform tunic with the shirt tails hanging out is dress enough for the party::

ENS_Purty:
Captain: ens Purty: i work in the science lab

Java:
:: fills the cups with punch. ::

CO_Grant:
::Extends his hand to shake Ens.Purty 's hand and nearly spill a drink on her::

Ens_Cyril:
:::goes over to the bar and begs the bartender for a stiff drink .. even though he is under age::

ENS_Purty:
::extends her hand and almost gets a drink on her:: ::Holds back a chuckle::

CO_Grant:
ENSPURTY: Oh my, good thing you have such quick reflexes ENs

Java:
:: raises her eyebrow at Cyril :: Cyril: What's the matter with you?

ENS_Purty:
::Smiles at the captain nervously:: yes i suppose so

Ens_Cyril:
::runs his hand through his unkempt hair as he sips his Shirley Temple::

MO_Lea:
::Walks over to the bar and sits down::

ENS_Purty:
::Looks around nervously at all the people::

CIV_McLeod:
::takes a sip from his drink and turns back to the party, focusing on everyone here.::

OPS_Lynam:
::Nears the lounge:: Spencer: Now remember, this is a fearsom predator and we just saved a starbase full of people.  No matter now cute he is.

Ens_Cyril:
::look at Lea ... wonders if the MO has gained weight or something ... she looks kinda bloated ... heads towards the windows::

XO_Wall:
::finishes off the pudding...savers that was delicious::

CO_Grant:
ENSPURTY: Perhaps we will talk again soon, enjoy yourself. In case CMder Wall's Holoband starts playing , save a dance for me MS.Purty.

Spencer:
OPS:Oh ok.. fearsome... I shall not foget.. ::looks at cadet so sweet:: Yea right Fox.. ::smile::

Java:
:: goes behind the bar counter again, and brings out napkins, as she can see this is going to be one messy party. ::

ENS_Purty:
::Smiles at the captain:: yes sir

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
::puts his modified PADD away and heads over to Lea::

MO_Lea:
::Glances at Ensign Cyril as he leaves::

CO_Grant:
::Still smiling, passes from the table into a crowd of engineers to talk to them briefly::

OPS_Lynam:
::Leads Spencer back into the party.::

Ens_Cyril:
::stands by the windows and pokes them wondering how the oxygen stays in and the stars stay out::

ENS_Purty:
::turns back to the table of goodies and lets out a sigh::

CIV_McLeod:
::begins talking to a young engineer nearby::

MO_Lea:
::Takes a sip of her water::

Spencer:
::looks around at all the people as does Cadet:: Cadet: Be good.. or you will be back in the room.. ::feels foolish talking to a kit fox but likes it::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: Hi Lea

Java:
:: sees the cute engineer with Lea, and glances at his direction... blushes a little ::

MO_Lea:
EO: Hi MacPherson!  How are you?

XO_Wall:
::gets up and heads over to some stellar cartography officers joins conversation::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: I'm doing fine thanks, have you seen the Counselor?

ENS_Purty:
::heads over to the bar for a drink::

CO_Grant:
::Sees OPS and Capt.SPencer return to party, and walks up to them::

Spencer:
::lets Fox decide where they shall sit::

MO_Lea:
EO: I was walking through the corridor...I couldn't see well, but I think she passed me in the hall, on her way to the TL::

Spencer:
CO: Hello captain Grant ::extend her hand::

CO_Grant:
CAPTSPENCER, Lynam: I see the rumors were well-founded , tell me about your new friend there

MO_Lea:
::Senses the small animal in the room and looks around::

Java:
:: heads over to the bar, as it's getting kinda crowded over there. ::

Java:
Purty: May I help you?

OPS_Lynam:
::Stops next to Grant while Spencer speaks to him::

Spencer:
CO: You do not mind do you.. he was tired of being left alone.. a present from Fox

ENS_Purty:
:Smiles soflty:: yes.. frozen strawberry margarita please..do you have them?

CO_Grant:
::shakes Spencer's hand , notices the fox squirming in other arm of Spencer::

CIV_McLeod:
::notices his drink glass empty, excuses himself and walks to the bar::

Java:
:: looks at the young ens. :: Purty: Of course.. of course....

Ens_Cyril:
::tries to put his hand through the window and hurts his finger;:

MO_Lea:
::Walks over near the CO, OPS, and Spencer, trying to see the fox::

ENS_Purty:
::Smiles and waits for the drink::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: You know, fearsome predator, station full of people, etc. etc.

Spencer:
CO: We could alwasy stick him in the holo to chase rabbits ::smiles::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ahh, ok  ::chuckles:: now where are my manners ::pauses:: and how are you Lea?

Spencer:
::looks at Fox and laughs:: CO: Oh yes Fearsome...

Java:
Purty: Be right back... :: disappears for a while, and then comes back with a strawberry margarita. ::

MO_Lea:
EO: Fine.  How have things been running in main engineering?

ENS_Purty:
:Smiles:: thank you barkeep..... ummm what is your name?

Ens_Cyril:
::goes over to the replactor and orders Pork Rinds::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: pretty good, how are things in Sickbay?

ENS_Purty:
::stands and sips her drink:::mmm good

MO_Lea:
::Looks over the others shoulders and spots the kit:: Spencer: May I hold him?

Java:
Purty: Java.... :: grins ::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Laughs, of course Mr.Lynam. Well enjoy yourself but keep an eye out .

ENS_Purty:
Java: thats an interesting name...

Spencer:
MO: Yes of course.. he does not bite on purpose.. but be careful.. ::hands him over::

ENS_Purty:
Java: good drink..thank you

MO_Lea:
EO: Fine, just finishing up physicals. Have you heard from Jerni?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir, no Champagne bottle shall escape my keen eye.

Ens_Cyril:
::kicks the replicator when it tells him it does not have the recipe on file::

Java:
Purty: Yes... my parents own a coffee shop on earth... :: laughs :: All of their children has coffee names.

Spencer:
OPS: Champagne.. now that is a great idea..

MO_Lea:
Spencer: Thank you..very much.  ::carefully cradles the kit in her arms and looks at it's wide, shiney eyes::

ENS_Purty:
Java:: how interesting

CO_Grant:
OPS: I would not doubt it. I am headed towards the bar , see you later .

XO_Wall:
<Stellar Group>: ok guys sounds good im going to move on talk to you later

CIV_McLeod:
::stands patiently at bar, a slight smile on his face::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Aye maam, right away.  ::Smiles and heads for the replicator.::

CO_Grant:
::Heads slowly towards the bar, stopping to chat with other guests::

Java:
Purty: There's my sister... Mocha.... and um..... a brother named Capachino.

Spencer:
MO: He likes it when you scratch him here ::scratches him under his chin::

ENS_Purty:
Java: ::laughs:: are you serious??

Spencer:
MO: Look he almost smiles when you do that

Java:
Purty: Quite so.. :: laughs :: And our family dog is named Expresso.

ENS_Purty:
::laughs heartily::

OPS_Lynam:
::Gets two glasses of champagne::

MO_Lea:
::Nods and smiles:: Spencer: Yes, he does. He is precious.. ::scratches the kits chin gently::

Java:
Purty: Say... can you tell me something...?

ENS_Purty:
Java:; sure

MO_Lea:
Spencer: So precious..

Spencer:
MO: He is.. I named him cadet ::sees Fox and smiles across the room at him::

Java:
Purty: You see that guy.. in the yelllow shirt.. standing next to the Doctor?  :: points to Lea :: What's his name?

OPS_Lynam:
::Sees Lea with Spencer and replicates a third glass, then makes his way back toward them::

ENS_Purty:
::looks around and spots the doctor:: oh ...thats keith

CO_Grant:
::talks briefly with some science personnel, continues slowly towards the bar::

MO_Lea:
::Sits down at the table and talks softly to the kit:: Cadet: so you have name already?


Ens_Cyril:
::tucks his shirt in and sighs ... feels like the little kid at the grownups table::

Spencer:
<cadet> :;licks the tip of the MO's nose::

Java:
Purty: Hum.. no no.. the other one..

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ::looks at the fox in her arms:: I finished that holoprogram I was working on for our lunch date

CIV_McLeod:
::notices that the bartender is busy, so he walks over to the replicator instead::

XO_Wall:
::walks around room looking::

Spencer:
MO: I shall take him so you can .. ::looks at Quest::

MO_Lea:
::Laughs, but doesn't pull away:: Cadet: You remind me of Pussy Willow..   ::Looks up:: EO: Oh, wonderful. I hope it was not too much trouble?

CO_Grant:
::acosts XO::

ENS_Purty:
Java: which one?::Looks around triying to see who she is talkign about and spots the little fox:: 

OPS_Lynam:
::Returns to August and Lea.  Hands heach of them a glass of Champagne.::

ENS_Purty:
::turns to Java: do yo see that??

Spencer:
OPS: Thank you Fox

Java:
Purty: yeah.. A fox?  What's up with that?

CO_Grant:
XO: LOoks like a good party so far, Do you have an HOLOband ready to play?

MO_Lea:
::Gazes at the glass a moment::OPS: No, thank you.

ENS_Purty:
Java:: ::shrugs:: im just a lowly ensign .what do I know?

ENS_Purty:
::smiles and sips her drink::

Java:
:: laughs :: Purty: A great deal more than I!

ENS_Purty:
::laughs softly::

Ens_Cyril:
::wonders if there is a jukebox in this place::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: Lea, no not at all. ::smiles:: You've always wanted to go there, so I thought I'd give you the next best thing

Spencer:
:takes a sip of her drink:: OPS: mm replicated.. lovely ::smiles at him::

XO_Wall:
CO: yeah the Lounge personnel are supposed to intiate it in about a ffew minutes

CIV_McLeod:
::grabs drink from replicator::

OPS_Lynam:
::Sets the unneeded glass on a table.::

CO_Grant:
XO: Excellent!, good to get those toes tapping

Java:
Purty: So, how are you enjoying the Delphyne so far?

XO_Wall:
CO: yes sir it is ::grins::

MO_Lea:
::Taps Cadet on the nose::

ENS_Purty:
Java:oh its very nice... i like it very much

Ens_Cyril:
::thinks that what this party needs is a square dance caller::

Spencer:
OPS: Lets sit ::she whispers:: and take Fox.. ::head tilts towards MO:: Looks like they have plans.. :;holds her hands out for the fox::

Spencer:
<cadet>

ENS_Purty:
::Finishes her drink:: may i have another please?

XO_Wall:
::makes his way over to the bar::

Java:
:: nods :: Purty: How long have you been onboard?  Made any friends yet?

MO_Lea:
Spencer: Oh, please, may I keep him a bit longer? We should not leave the lounge for a little while.

CO_Grant:
::Passes the XO and moves towards the bar, still slowly::

ENS_Purty:
Java: havent been out much...::looaks around:: lot of faces ive seen but i dont know many of them

Spencer:
MO: Of course.. but don;t feel you have to ::smiles::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Sure.  Sorry about the bad booze.  I'll get you some of the good stuff in a second.

MO_Lea:
EO: Is he not precious?

ENS_Purty:
Java: just over a year.. ::blushes slightly:: no no real friends

MO_Lea:
Spencer: Oh, I would love to.

CO_Grant:
::Sees Bartender is deeply engrossed with conversation with ENS Purty::

Spencer:
OPS: It is fine.. really.. just teasing you.. ::tugs at his arm to move him away from the crowd::

ENS_Purty:
Java: may i have another?

Java:
:: fixes Purty another drink :: Purty: Well.. no time like the present... Quit talking to me.. and go enjoy your fellow officers..

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ::smiles:: yes he is, but does he bite?

Ens_Cyril:
::spots the baby fox ... wonders if it's big enough to make a stowle out of::

XO_Wall:
::sees an ensign and Java talking::

ENS_Purty:
::laughs soflty at Java::

Java:
:: laughs :: Purty: Here ya go!

ENS_Purty:
::smiles and takes the drink:: thank you

CIV_McLeod:
::moves to a table near the window and takes a seat with his drink::

Java:
:: ushers Purty towards the Party :: Purty: Go!  This is your day to shine!

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: So, how do our parties compare to the Gryphon's?

MO_Lea:
EO: No, of course not. He would never bite unless provoked.

Spencer:
OPS: Better than the Gryphs.. you are here

CO_Grant:
::Nearly crashes into ENS PURTY as she leaves the bar::

ENS_Purty:
ohhh !Captain:: im so sorry

XO_Wall:
::walks up to the bar::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ok ::scratches cadet's ears::

Java:
XO: Commander...

MO_Lea:
EO: I might have missed it. Have you heard from Jerni recently?

CO_Grant:
ENSPURTY: Excuse me, but it is nice to run into you anyways

CO_Grant:
::smiles at Purty as she moves away::

ENS_Purty:
::blushes profusely and awkwardly and heads over to a table::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: oooh, flattery.  I like that in a superior officer. :;Smiles::

Java:
:: eyes the ENG, but glances back at the XO :: XO: May I help you sir?  :: smiles ::

XO_Wall:
Java: hey hows it going, umm who was that who was just here? one of our new officers?

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ::smiles:: why yes, yes I have. ::pauses:: matter of fact I got a communique from her a few minutes ago

Spencer:
OPS: Well flattery will get me everything yes?

CO_Grant:
BartenderJava: A rum and cola please

MO_Lea:
EO: Good, How is she?

Java:
XO: Oh no.. that's Ens. Purty... She's been on board for .. what did she say?  A year now?

Java:
CO: Right away sir!

Ens_Cyril:
::finds a terribly interesting divot in the floor and plays with it absently::

Java:
:: puts the cola in a iced glass and adds the rum :: CO: Cola.. with rum.  :: grins ::

Spencer:
::gets an idea and blushes::

CIV_McLeod:
::glances back at party, then looks out the window at the stars, sipping his drink quietly::

MO_Lea:
::Rubs her nose to Cadet's, feeling perfectly content::

ENS_Purty:
::Looks out  at the stars and smiles soflty to herself::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: not so good I'm afraid ::pauses:: She lost her mother, Aleena recently

CO_Grant:
::takes his drink::

CO_Grant:
JAVA: thank you

OPS_Lynam:
::Sits with Spencer at a table away from the crowd.::

Java:
CO: You are welcome.. :: smiles brightly :: It is my job..

MO_Lea:
EO: ..oh no.. That is terrible..

XO_Wall:
Java: oh yeah thats right Ens Purty of  Science, yes give me a raktojino, thanks

CO_Grant:
::sits on stool to view the party::

Java:
XO: Anytime..

Spencer:
OPS: You know.. I have to be going in a day or two at the latest

CO_Grant:
::nods to XO nearby::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: yes, it is

Java:
CO: Will there be anything else, captain?

MO_Lea:
::Looks up and suddenly remembers:: EO: Oh, I have your birthday gift here. ::motions to the table with her head:: It is the grey box.

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: I know.  Actually I think we are leaving soon too.  Of course, I could always throw a spanner into the intermix chamber and delay us a few days. ::Smile::

XO_Wall:
Java: i thinks its about time to bring up the holoband?

CO_Grant:
JAVA: no I am fine thank you java

Java:
:: gets XO a raktojino ::

Spencer:
OPS: Think it would work.. ? HAve a good CEO on board? ::laughs::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ::smiles:: Why thank you sis!

MO_Lea:
::Stands up and walks toward the captain, her full attention obviously still on the kit::

MO_Lea:
::Stops, and walks over to the table::

Java:
XO: Holoband!  Oh dang.. I forgot!  geepers.... :: bangs head on table. ::  Mom always said I wasn't cut out for this job... ::Sighs ::

MO_Lea:
::hears a sound and wonders if the bar tender is a little over violent::

XO_Wall:
CO: ::as he looks around:: everybody seems to be having a good time, uh sir?

CIV_McLeod:
:: blinks and looks at the party to see if there's a problem::

Java:
XO: But you know what, sir?  I think I have something else that might work....

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: So how are things on the Gryphon?  Is it a good crew?

MO_Lea:
::Holds the fox in one hand and picks up the dark blue box in the other::

Spencer:
::reaches under the table and grabs a hold of his hand:: OPS: Anyone ever tell you ... your loved? ::whispere

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
::picks up package and opens it::

Java:
XO: Excuse me...

CO_Grant:
XO: yes an excellent time indeed

Spencer:
OPS: A good crew yes.. I could not ask for better

XO_Wall:
Java: be my quest?

OPS_Lynam:
::Hears her whisper and smiles::

Java:
:: goes digging through her music files. ::


CO_Grant:
:: sees MO lea headed his way::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Hmmm, well Grant said something like that the other day.....but nothing lately. ::Grin::

XO_Wall:
::waits curiosly to see what Java comes up with::

Ens_Cyril:
::leaves the party and decides to see how his ant farm is going::

ENS_Purty:
:sighs soflty and looks over at the crowd::

Spencer:
OPS: We have had no big troubles.. everyone seems to have come together quite nice...  oh Grant loves you? I always knew there was something odd about that man.. ::grins::

Java:
:: plugs in Deborah Nyack's "Unforgettable." ::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: No, come to think of it he said "Lynam where's that weekly energy use age report? " Sounds the same on the comm actually.

Spencer:
OPS: mmm I bet it does... ::hears the music:: Oh this is nice.. I need ot have a party aboard the Gryphon.. it does make everyone relax

Java:
:: sheepish :: XO: Best I can do on such short notice.... :: smiles :: But it's half danceable music, and half sociable music... would this do?

XO_Wall:
Java: wow who is that never heard it before?

CO_Grant:
::hears some kind of music start then stop abruptly then start again completely differently::

ENS_Purty:
::Listens to the music::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
::looks into the box and smiles as he pulls out A clay pot, an artifact dated circa AD 1500 Scottland Earth::

CIV_McLeod:
::hears the music and smiles slightly, looking for the source::

Spencer:
::starts to hum the song::

Java:
XO: A wonderful harpist from the 20th c. earth period..

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Want to dance before we need to retrieve Cadet?

MO_Lea:
::Looks around, momentarily confused::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
::walks up to Dr. Lea and gives her a big hug::

XO_Wall:
Java: sounds great I like it, you have good music sense

Spencer:
OPS:Yes, I would.. thought you would never ask.. ::stands::

Java:
XO: Ah.. thankyou sir..

CO_Grant:
::sips drink while listening to the music::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: thank-you, I love it!! ::gleams with pride::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Well I would've asked sooner but there was no music.  ::Smiles and leads her to the dance area::

MO_Lea:
::Holds the kit carefully:: EO: I hope you liked it. I could not find what I had wanted to get at first, but I remembered seeing this, and sent for it, and..::flustered::

MO_Lea:
EO: Oh, I am so glad! ::Smiles::

XO_Wall:
Java/CO: excuse me im going to continue to mingle talk to you later ::takes his raktojino::

Spencer:
OPS: Yes music helps ::lets him put his arms around her as she rests her chin on his shoulder::

Java:
XO: Of course.. commander.

ENS_Purty:
::stands up and walks over to the bar for another drink::

Java:
:: sees OPS and Spencer dancing. and sighs with relief that someone likes it at least. ::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: ::smiles at Lea:: well, now I gotta find you something GREAT for your birthday!

ENS_Purty:
ACTION: The CO's com activates...*CO* communication from starfleet sir, shall we patch it through?

CO_Grant:
*BRIDGE*: Yes patch it through

Java:
CO: Captain.. may I ask.... :: stops when she hears the com's ::

MO_Lea:
::Strokes Cadet:: EO: I heard that you were interested in archeology?  But rumors are often contorted.

CIV_McLeod:
::stands and goes to the bar to find a more socially centered seat::

Spencer:
::whispers into his ear::

CO_Grant:
::smiles as he sees Purty approach::

ENS_Purty:
<bridge>::patches communication through::

ENS_Purty:
::gets to the bar::

CO_Grant:
::listens to comm::

Spencer:
OPS: Starfleet.. I can imagine I shall be saying goodby soon.. it is always like this.. a bad movie.. ::holds him a little tighter::

XO_Wall:
::wallks up to MO and the EO::

ENS_Purty:
Java: another please?

CO_Grant:
::Turns to JAVA::

OPS_Lynam:
::Enjoys the feeling of her being close to him.  Rests his face against the top of her head, enjoying the dance::

Java:
:: slightly feel awkward, since she can hear the com as well. ::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
MO: why yes I am...I get that from my mother, she's an archeologist

Java:
Purty: A 3rd one?  You sure you want that?

CO_Grant:
Java: Temporarily cut off the music, I need everyone 's attention

ENS_Purty:
Java: oh yes... they are very good...::smiles soflty::

Java:
CO: Of course.... :: cuts the music ::

Java:
CO: done.

Spencer:
::stops dancing::

ENS_Purty:
::hears the captain and turns toward him::

MO_Lea:
EO: I am glad it was true then. ::Smiles::

CIV_McLeod:
::sets drink down and listens to CO::

CO_Grant:
::Puts his drink down::

Java:
Purty: glad you like it..

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: (Whispers) Yes, the brass can be real killjoys. Well, at least we've got this one dance.

XO_Wall:
::notices it gets real quiet::

MO_Lea:
::Looks through the room, noticing the change in atmosphere::

CO_Grant:
ALL: Attention to orders!

Spencer:
OPS: At least yes :turns towards Grant::

ENS_Purty:
::stands at attention and wavers slightly::

CO_Grant:
::barely blinks but implies that includes foxes as well::

Java:
:: looks at the captain in front of her, and watch him change to professionalism ::

MO_Lea:
::Looks at the Captain while still stroking Cadet::

XO_Wall:
::turns to look back at the bar towards the Captain::

MO_Lea:
::Freezes::

OPS_Lynam:
::Stands next to Spencer and looks toward the Captain::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
::looks at the CO::

Spencer:
::holds her breath::

CO_Grant:
ALL: Starfleet has just informed me that two members of our crew have earned promotions

Spencer:
::sighs with relief and smiles::

ENS_Purty:
::looks around and wonders who::

Java:
:: WOW! ::

CIV_McLeod:
::nods, thankful that the news is good::

CO_Grant:
ALL: Starfleet has entrusted the great responsibility of LT upon Mr.Hawkes , a Tactical officer.

ENS_Purty:
::Looks around to see who Hawkes is::

MO_Lea:
::Glances down out of the corner of her eyes, at the kit::

XO_Wall:
::walks back to join the Captain::

Java:
:: holds her applause for later. ::

CO_Grant:
::lOoks around but doesn't see Hawkes, guesses he is otherwise engaged::

Spencer:
::smiles and looks for who ever Hawkes is::

CIV_McLeod:
::smiles slightly::

MO_Lea:
::Wonders where Hawkes is, is extremely glad for him::

XO_Wall:
::stands next to the Captain facing the room::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: (Whispers) Kid shows great promise, already knows how to duck out of official functions.

CO_Grant:
ALL: Starfleet has also bestowed the nearly as awsome responibilities and perks of LTjg on Mr.Hunter-Mcleod.

Spencer:
OPS: Shhhh FOx ::laughs anyway::

CIV_McLeod:
::blinks::

ENS_Purty:
::Smiles and looks around for Hunter mcleod::

MO_Lea:
::Smiles wider::

Java:
:: starts to applaud ::

CO_Grant:
::waits for Hunter-mcleod to step forward:;

Spencer:
::joins in on the claps::

CO_Grant:
CIV: Mr.Hunter-Mcleod , please step forward

OPS_Lynam:
::Adds his applause::

Java:
:: would whistle, if she thought it was appropriate ::

XO_Wall:
::appauds Mr. Mcleod::

CIV_McLeod:
::color rises to his cheeks slightly as he steps forward::

ENS_Purty:
::claps and watches him step forward ::hmmm

ENS_Purty:
::has heard about him::

CO_Grant:
::Exchanges salute with Hunter-mcleod, then pins new pip on his shoulder::

Java:
:: claps harder ::

CO_Grant:
CIV: congratulations, LTjg. :: shakes hands::

CIV_McLeod:
::salutes:: CO: Thank you sir.

CO_Grant:
ALL: Gives stern look to all the noise about

Java:
:: smiles really big, really happy for McLeod. ::

XO_Wall:
CIV: congratulations ::smiles::

CO_Grant:
ALL: One last matter, Dr.Lea please step forward

CIV_McLeod:
XO: Thank you, sir.

Java:
:: stops clapping ::

Spencer:
::watches Lea::OPS: Oh my she has cadet.. hope he does not nip Grant

ENS_Purty:
::watches as the doctor moves to the captain with the animal in her arms and gasps::

MO_Lea:
::Looks startled, but approaches the captain, carefully holding Cadet::

OPS_Lynam:
::Gets a bit tense at the thought.  Doesn't like KP duty.::

CIV_McLeod:
::looks over at MO::

MO_Lea:
::Strokes the kit to keep him calm::

ENS_Purty:
::Holds her breath and wonders what will happen:

MO_Lea:
::Thinks that all the apprehension in the room isn't helping her state of mind any::

ENS_Purty:
::wonders why she didn’t hand off the animal::

CO_Grant:
Dr.Lea: Dr.Lea, Starfleet Command is greatly pleased with your excellent service during the last patrol mission. I pleased to give you this letter of commendation. A copy will be posted in your permanent records. Once again congratulations and keep up the good work.

Spencer:
<Cadet> ::Squirms and looks up at Grant and licks him on the tip of his nose:::

ENS_Purty:
::gasps::

MO_Lea:
::One hand flies up to cover her laugh::

CO_Grant:
Dr.Lea: Have you taken up Vetrinarian Science as well?

XO_Wall:
::laughs, and applauds::

MO_Lea:
::Coughs:: CO: Thank you sir.

ENS_Purty:
::holds back a chuckle::

Java:
:: a giggle escape her ::

CIV_McLeod:
::applauds, smiling::

CO_Grant:
ALL: At Ease, resume partying

Spencer:
OPS: Oh my.. ::holds back a laugh::

OPS_Lynam:
::Turns away and stifles a laugh::

Java:
:: starts to applaud again ::

Java:
MO: Congradulation, doctor!

XO_Wall:
MO: conggratulations! ::smiles::

CO_Grant:
JAVA: Turn on the music again please

ENS_Purty:
::lets out a sigh of relief and relaxes::

Spencer:
::turns with FOx and laughs aloud::

MO_Lea:
::Turns around and laughs aloud, scratching kit's chin::

ENS_Purty:
Java; another one of theeese please

Java:
CO: Aye sir!

Java:
:: snaps the music back on ::

CO_Grant:
::strides up to ENs Purty:;

MO_Lea:
Java/XO: Thank you..

CO_Grant:
ENSPURTY: how about that dance now?

ENS_Purty:
::turns red as the captain approaches:::

Java:
Purty: Alright.. one last one... :: smiles ::

Spencer:
::moves to Lea:: MO: I am sorry.. ::bursts out laughing::

ENS_Purty:
oh umm:;stammers:: yes sir...

OPS_Lynam:
::Walks with Spencer, grinning broadly::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
::sees Liz enter the lounge and walks over to her::

CIV_McLeod:
::smiles and fingers pips:: self: wow...

Java:
Purty: Although.. you might be a BIT preoccupied... :: fixes drink and place it on the counter ::  It'll be here when you get back.

XO_Wall:
::walks up to Spencer and Dr. Lea::

CO_Grant:
::Assuming a postive response , takes her arm and begins to dance with her in rythm wiht the musci::

ENS_Purty:
::Smiiles over at Java  and goes with the captain::

Liz-Jiosa:
EO: Hi Mac, did I miss anything ::looks around::

Spencer:
XO: Hello  ::smiles::

MO_Lea:
::Laughs with Spencer:: Spencer: Oh, please do not be. If I received a court martial for it, I still think I would rather it have happen.  Thank you so much for lending me your pet.

MO_Lea:
XO: Hello Commander

XO_Wall:
Spencer: so that was the little one Ive been hearing about ::laughs::

Spencer:
MO: Oh what an evening.. You can have him anytime.. he likes you.. and seems rather pleased with himself too

XO_Wall:
::nods to Lea::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
Liz: didn't miss much

Java:
:: keeps the ENG out of the corner of her eyes while she works ::

Spencer:
XO: He is.. oh my do you suppose Grant is upset ::looks over ot him::

MO_Lea:
Spencer: Will you be taking him back to your ship, or will he be staying on the Delphyne?

CO_Grant:
::Twirls MsPurty about vigourously to the music::

ENS_Purty:
::smiles softly and blushes as she dances with the captain::

Spencer:
MO: I am taking him

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
Liz: anyway, what were we talking about earlier?

Liz-Jiosa:
EO: Thats good,  I hand a urgent subspace call

CIV_McLeod:
::moves back to his seat at the bar::

XO_Wall:
Spencer: nah the Captain fine hes problablt laughing about it too

Liz-Jiosa:
EO: I believe your family, specifically mom and dad

Spencer:
XO: Good.. I always like him.. ::hopes so anyway::  XO: So how have you been?

ENS_Purty:
::Hopes she doesnt step on his feet::

MO_Lea:
::Is crestfallen for a second, then smiles:: Spencer: Then I believe Mr. Lynam will have an ally in attempting to draw you back to the Delphyne more frequently.

Java:
:: sees the refreshment table needs "refreshing." and goes add more food to the table... and refill thepunch bowl.. etc.. ::

Spencer:
XO: Where is this girl I have heard so much about? Esh.. something i am sorry.. can not recall her name

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
Liz: ahh yes, mother and father

XO_Wall:
Spencer: fine and been busy, how are you doing?

Spencer:
MO: I am glad .. ::smiles ::

CO_Grant:
MSPURTY: You are very light on your feet, you must have scored high in the dance classes at the academy

Liz-Jiosa:
EO: You were saying your mothers a "digger" I believe the word was ::smiles::

MO_Lea:
::Walks over to the bar with Cadet and sits down::

ENS_Purty:
::blushes:: umm no captain.. actually i did not dance much sir

Spencer:
XO: Been very good ::looks at FOx:: Very ::smiles::

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
Liz: ahh, thats archeologist

CO_Grant:
::as the music slows down , slows the dancing:;

XO_Wall:
MO: pats her on the shoulder good job! ::smiles::

Java:
:: goes over to CIV with a tray of punch on champagne like glasses :: CIV: Congratulation, sir!   Punch?  :: shows him the tray. ::

OPS_Lynam:
::Smiles back::  XO: Absolutely sir, I have been taking extra good care of our visiting Captain.

CO_Grant:
ENSPURTY: thank you for the dance, perhaps we will meet again someday :: smiles at her again::

Spencer:
XO: DO you mind if I take this one out to dance again? ::holds onto FOx's arm::

MO_Lea:
XO: Thank you sir. ::Smiles::

Liz-Jiosa:
::looks over the crowd::

ENS_Purty:
::turns red:: perhaps captain: thank you 

CIV_McLeod:
::smiles at Java:: Java: Thank you, but I think I'll finish my drink here first.  Thank you for the offer, though.

ENG_MacPherson-Quest:
Liz: yep, too bad Star Fleet doesn't need them, or I would have gone into that profession instead

XO_Wall:
Spencer/OPS: i bet ::jokely::

MO_Lea:
Java: Are you busy?

Java:
CIV: Oh.. Ok.. :: heads off to the CNS and the cute ENG ::

Spencer:
::smiles at Wall::

Java:
:: stops at her track :: MO: Of course not.. may I help yoou..?  :: turns ::

CO_Grant:
::Returns to bar , to retrieve the rum and cola drink, sips it::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Come captain, I believe they are playing our song. Well there's a song playing anyway.

ENS_Purty:
::Moves to the bar and retrieves her drink, gulping it down::

XO_Wall:
Spencer: how's our sister ship the Gryphon doing?

MO_Lea:
Java: Could I please have a small saucer of water? My friend is thirsty.

Spencer:
OPS: I Agree it is a song ::moves him out onto the dance floor::

Java:
MO: Of course!

MO_Lea:
::Smiles:: Java: Thank you

Spencer:
::does not hear what the XO says but smiles at him:: XO: Be right back

Java:
MO: Follow me... :: sighs a bit, but heads off to the direction of the kitchen ::

XO_Wall:
::smiles at the happy couple::

Java:
:: sets the tray on the bar counter :: MO: Be back in a jiffy!

MO_Lea:
::Nods::

Liz-Jiosa:
EO: Yes its a interesting and sadly dying profession, I dont think the people in the field get the credit they deserve

CIV_McLeod:
::sips his drink::

OPS_Lynam:
Spencer: Stafleet has interrupted us enough for one evening.  For the rest of our stay here....there's just us.  :;Smiles::

Java:
:: pulls out a fancy saucer and add some water into it :: MO/Cadet: One dish of water .. for a lovelly foxy.

Spencer:
::smiles::

ENS_Purty:
<><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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